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This is a very beautiful Bible cover! I love the color and design. It wipes clean easily and fits my

Bible nicely with Bible tabs and a little room to spare. I like the pen holders on both sides but wish

there were a pocket or two for a note pad and such. I have a standard leather Thompson Chain

Reference Study Bible to go in this cover. I like that the binding of the cover feels to have cardboard

or some other firm material for added support, the front and back cover are sturdy as well,

defitantely a supportive cover for my leather bible. Beautiful details like the engraving design and

cross on the zipper tab make this such a pretty choice, the Scripture quote is lovely! '''

I was concerned when I ordered this it would be made of very cheap materials so I was pleasantly

surprised when I got it. Its so much nicer in person, the color is more vibrant and the details are

amazing. It seems to have been made properly and its holding up nicely. I would definitely order this

again in the future if needed.

I love the color and the detailed design work. I was also pleasantly surprised that it has a handle to

carry it by.

I chose this rating because it is as beautiful as advertised. I also want to give kudos on the shipping

as I only ordered a few days ago and I received it yesterday - really fast!!! I would recommend this

to anyone who loves purple, the quality is great and the entire cover is put together very well. My

money was well spent!

So, it's not leather and it doesn't look like leather. But the deep purple is beautiful and the scripture

verse perfect for me! I like it and some people at church have mentioned they like it. It does the job I

bought it for. I'm happy.

I love the color purple and the verse was also perfect. The size fits both my bible, notebook, and the

pen loops are great to have that way I'm never without something to write with.

This is a little floppy, not as sturdy as I thought it would be. It's cute and holds a lot (a bible, a

phone, and even snacks) but I can't use it as a hard surface to write on. The inside has a thin

built-in pocket to slide paper behind, but they're loose and papers slide out. Also, both sides have

pen holder tabs, which are great. I've received compliments on the look of it and the verse is



beautiful. Overall, it does what I wanted it to :)

This textured bible cover is a beautiful deep purple. There are two pen holders and two pockets

inside. My large, thin line bible fits perfectly with enough space left over for a small journal. I love it!

The material is quality and I know it will last me for many years to come.
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